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The Supreme Court's League of United Latin American Citizens v. Perry (“LULAC”) [FN1][FN1] decision demonstrated yet again the poverty and disappointment of approaching the issue of partisan gerrymandering with an equal protection jurisprudence.  

For those who had thought that the opinion would produce a consensus on the Court defining manageable standards for the adjudication of partisan gerrymandering, the decision was a failure. Conversely, for others who believe Felix Frankfurter was correct in Colegrove v. Green [FN2][FN2] when he said that the Court should not venture into the political thicket of reapportionment, [FN3][FN3] the decision was also a failure because the Justices were unable to secure the fifth vote necessary to overturn Davis v. Bandemer [FN4][FN4] and rule partisan gerrymandering a nonjusticiable question. Instead of resolving the questions hanging from Vieth v. Jubelirer, [FN5][FN5] LULAC left the fate of partisan gerrymandering for another day. LULAC’s precedent is that partisan gerrymanders are justiciable yet unsolvable.  

Yet within the fractured LULAC opinion Justice Stevens suggested (as he had earlier in Vieth [FN6][FN6]) another approach to the partisan gerrymander puzzle: treat it not as an equal protection claim, but as a First Amendment [2] freedom of speech or association issue. [FN7][FN7] While as early as Vieth this approach had been suggested by Justice Kennedy, [FN8][FN8] neither there nor in LULAC has reorientation of partisan gerrymandering from an equal protection to a First Amendment violation been seriously explored. Instead, almost universally, the examination of political gerrymandering from a First Amendment perspective has been dismissed. [FN9][FN9] In light of the failure of LULAC to produce agreed-upon manageable standards under an equal protection analysis to address political gerrymanders, and given Justice Stevens again suggesting a First Amendment approach, this Article reexplores this path of analysis.  

This Article will argue that partisan or political gerrymandering is a violation of the First Amendment's free speech or association clauses because the government can never justify its use solely as a compelling government interest when it comes to reapportionment. To make this claim, the first part of the Article will examine how the issue of redistricting was originally grounded in equal protection claims, with [3] partisan gerrymandering simply morphing out of this jurisprudence. The remainder of this section will then examine the Supreme Court's three partisan gerrymandering cases, demonstrating the dissensus around its justiciability and resolution as an equal protection claim. Part two of the Article will then argue that both growing out of the Court's jurisprudence in the Hatch Act and patronage cases, as well as in its viewpoint discrimination holdings, there is ample precedent to treat partisan gerrymandering as a First Amendment issue such that the consideration of party association or political views in the drawing of district lines should be subject to strict scrutiny and held unconstitutional, perhaps subject to one notable
exception. Overall, the thesis is that the Court's inability to find manageable standards thus far is due to its employing a faulty equal protection analysis to partisan gerrymanders that has failed to appreciate the First Amendment issues in redistricting. Instead, if a First Amendment approach is used, this type of redistricting is unconstitutional because it is inconsistent with the mandate that government should be impartial when it comes to how it governs, especially when it comes to defining the rules of representation and the allocation of legislative seats and political power.

I. GERRYMANDERING AND EQUAL PROTECTION

A. Equal Protection and One-Person, One-Vote

From almost the beginning, federal redistricting litigation has centered on Fourteenth Amendment equal protection challenges. While in Colegrove, litigation was unsuccessfully brought under the Reapportionment Act of 1929, and in Gomillion v. Lightfoot, it was the Fifteenth Amendment, subsequent litigation grew out of equal protection challenges.

For example, in Baker v. Carr, the Court was asked to revisit its Colegrove decision, this time as an equal protection challenge. Here, the State of Tennessee had last apportioned its state legislative seats in 1901 but had not reallocated seats to reflect changes in population since that date. As a result, between 1901 and 1961 the state's population had increased from a little over two million to over three-and-one-half million citizens. In addition to the population growth, the population had shifted geographically and the number of eligible voters had grown by approximately fourfold. Hence, districts were of various populations, leading plaintiffs to assert a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause.

While the federal district court rejected hearing the dispute because it presented a nonjusticiable dispute under Colegrove, Justice Brennan, writing for the majority, reached a contrary conclusion, seeing the equal protection challenge as a justiciable question. To reach that conclusion, he undertook an analysis of the Article III power of the Supreme Court under the Constitution, seeking to understand exactly what a “political question” was and what types of issues it was forbidden from taking. Brennan rejected claims that the mere assertion of a political right constituted a nonjusticiable political question. Yet the Court did argue that claims arising under the Guaranty Clause were nonjusticiable. What is a nonjusticiable political question?

We have said that “In determining whether a question falls within [the political question] category, the appropriateness under our system of government of attributing finality to the action of the political departments and also the lack of satisfactory criteria for a judicial determination are dominant considerations.” The nonjusticiability of a political question is primarily a function of the separation of powers. Much confusion results from the capacity of the “political question” label to obscure the need for case-by-case inquiry. Deciding whether a matter has in any measure been committed by the Constitution to another branch of government, or whether the action of that branch exceeds whatever authority has been committed, is itself a delicate exercise in constitutional interpretation, and is a responsibility of this Court as ultimate interpreter of the Constitution.

The political question doctrine was a matter of separation of powers, asking whether the constitutional text had committed the resolution of a specific issue to any particular branch of the national government. More exactly, the Court outlined several characteristics regarding what constituted a political question.

It is apparent that several formulations which vary slightly according to the settings in which the questions arise may describe a political question, although each has one or more elements which identify it as essentially a function of the separation of powers. Prominent on the surface of any case held to involve a political question is found a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department;
or a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving it; or the impossibility of deciding without an initial policy determination of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion; or the impossibility of a court's undertaking independent resolution without expressing lack of the respect due coordinate branches of government; or an unusual need for unquestioning adherence to a political decision already made; or the potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one question.

Overall, unless the Constitution clearly committed the issue to another branch for resolution, or it required the Court to make a prior policy judgment, or there were no clear standards for resolving the matter, then the federal courts were not precluded from hearing the case. In the dispute at hand, the Court did not find any of these conditions to obtain, thereby freeing the lower courts to hear the redistricting claim. Thus, as *6 with Gomillion for racial gerrymandering, malapportionment could now be addressed by the judiciary.

Left unresolved in Baker was the establishment of a standard by which to judge if malapportionment had occurred. If no manageable standard for resolving the claim could be found, then by the logic of Baker the reapportionment controversy would still be deemed nonjusticiable. The construction of that standard would occur in Reynolds v. Sims. But the manageable standard and Reynolds did not immediately follow from Baker. In Gray v. Sanders, for the first time, the Court struck down a voting procedure which weighed rural votes more heavily than those votes from other areas. In the challenged “county unit system” for voting, each county was given a unit vote equal to that of the size of its representation in the state house. This yielded a situation where the largest counties received three unit votes and others lesser votes. The Equal Protection Clause is cited as the basis of the holding, indicating that such a system did not allocate seats mathematically on the basis of population. By that, a county, for example, that was five times as populous as another did not receive five times as many seats. Then in Wesberry v. Sanders, the Court mandated that congressional districts must be of equal population. Although Wesberry specifically acknowledged the equal protection claim, the Court decided not to reach that argument, relying instead on Article I, Section 2.

In Reynolds, the Court finally did articulate a manageable standard for adjudicating redistricting issues: “The conception of political equality from the Declaration of Independence, to Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, to the Fifteenth, Seventeenth, and Nineteenth Amendments can mean only one thing—one person, one vote.” In reaching that conclusion the Court noted how “[l]egislators represent people, not trees or acres. Legislators are elected by voters, not farms or cities or economic interests” and that the right to vote was diluted if a State should provide that the votes of citizens in one part of the State should be given two times, or five times, or 10 times the weight of votes of citizens in another part of the State, it could hardly be contended that the right to vote of those residing in the disfavored areas had not been effectively diluted. It would appear extraordinary to suggest that a State could be constitutionally permitted to enact a law providing that certain of the State's voters could vote two, five, or 10 times for their legislative representatives, while voters living elsewhere could vote only once. And it is inconceivable that a state law to the effect that, in counting votes for legislators, the votes of citizens in one part of the State would be multiplied by two, five, or 10, while the votes of persons in another area would be counted only at face value, could be constitutionally sustainable. Of course, the effect of state legislative districting schemes which give the same number of representatives to unequal numbers of constituents is identical.

Thus, Reynolds established the basic standard for reapportionment that would dominate subsequent redistricting decisions--promotion of the one-person, one-vote standard, as mandated under the Equal Protection Clause. For the Court:

We hold that, as a basic constitutional standard, the Equal Protection Clause requires that the seats in both houses of a bicameral state legislature must be apportioned on a population basis. Simply stated, an individual’s right to vote for state legislators is unconstitutionally impaired when its weight is in a substantial fashion diluted when compared with votes of citizens living in other parts of the State.
While one-person, one-vote was the general standard for all of its apportionment decisions, the Court subjected it to subsequent refinement and articulation. First, in *Lucas v. Forty-Fourth General Assembly of Colorado*, [FN45][FN46] the Court confronted a districting scheme similar to that found at the congressional level. [FN46][FN47] Under the scheme, the lower house of the Colorado legislature was apportioned by population, but the upper house, or senate, was apportioned like the United States Senate in that geography would be a factor in the allocation of seats. [FN47][FN47] As it did in *Reynolds*, [FN48][FN49] the Court in *Lucas* rejected the federal analogy, under the Equal Protection Clause, [FN49][FN49] finding no logical basis for apportioning one house by population and another by a different method. [FN50][FN50] Finally, in *Avery v. Midland County*, [FN51][FN51] the Court mandated under the Equal Protection Clause that the one-person, one-vote standard also be extended to local government units. [FN52][FN52] While one-person, one-vote was the official mathematical standard, the Court applied it differently to congressional versus state and local government seats. In *Kirkpatrick v. Preisler*, [FN53][FN53] *White v. Weiser*, [FN54][FN54] and most notably *Karcher v. Daggett*, [FN55][FN55] the Court rejected even minor deviations from the one-person, one-vote standard for congressional seats, appearing to mandate near-mathematical equality. However, in these cases the Court used *Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution* as the basis of the decisions. [FN56][FN56] When it came to apportionment of state and local government seats, the Court seemed more willing to tolerate some variance--over 10% from the least to the most populous districts--if needed to prevent dividing subunits of state and local government. [FN57][FN57] A final question when it comes to the one-person, one-vote standard relates to timing. Specifically, how often must redistricting occur in order to be compliant with the *Reynolds* standard? On the one side, while the Supreme Court has not ruled on this issue, several federal courts have held that while adherence to the one-person, one-vote standard is mandatory, the interests of stability and letting incumbents complete their current terms do not require immediate elections based upon new population figures obtained in the most recent decennial census. [FN58][FN58] Yet conversely, the Supreme Court in the recently decided *League of United Latin American Citizens v. Perry*, held that the Constitution does not bar mid-decade redistricting, even when done solely for partisan motives. [FN59][FN59] Thus, states are free to redistrict more frequently than once per decade to meet the one-person, one-vote standard, but they also have some freedom beyond the decennial period to depart from it if promoting the stability of existing districts and letting incumbents finish terms are offered as competing interests.

Overall, the redistricting case law that arose subsequent to *Colegrove v. Green* and *Gomillion v. Lightfoot* was litigated under claims arising out of the equal protection law (or a similar type of logic filed under *Article I, Section 2*, for congressional districting), at least in terms of apportionment disputes addressing the one-person, one-vote issue. In addition, much of the redistricting litigation brought under the VRA raised issues similar to that arising under the equal protection litigation, especially when it came to the legality of race-based malapportionment claims. [FN60][FN60] It is safe to say, then, the Equal Protection Clause defined the legal logic and framework for apportionment controversies, including its next stage--partisan gerrymandering.

**B. Political Gerrymandering and Equal Protection Analysis**

One-person, one-vote was a redistricting revolution launched from the Equal Protection Clause. [FN61][FN61] Using it as a basis of litigation may have made sense given the differential treatment alleged among voters, or the racial motives that often were at the root of much malapportionment, such as in *Gomillion*. Thus, if violation of the one-person, one-vote mandate and racial gerrymandering could be actionable under the Equal Protection Clause, why could not gerrymandering solely for the sake of partisan advantage not also be a constitutional violation? After all, was not the redrawing of lines to help incumbents or one particular party not a practice that went all the way back to Elbridge Gerry’s day? Addressing partisan gerrymandering has been the object of three Supreme Court decisions that have done no more than muddle the issues. In all three cases, the Equal Protection Clause was the primary constitutional hook for the litigation, and perhaps for the confusion that resulted.
First, in *Davis v. Bandemer*, [FN62][FN62] at issue was a suit brought by Indiana Democrats contesting the constitutionality of a 1981 state redistricting plan. [FN63][FN63] The specific allegation was that the plan drew legislative lines and seats in such a way as to disadvantage Democrats. [FN64][FN64] It did so by dividing up cities such as South Bend in arguably unusual ways. [FN65][FN65] The Democrats filed suit, contending that these districts violated their rights as Democrats, under the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause. [FN66][FN66] The district court had ruled in favor of the Democrats, in part, because of evidence and testimony suggesting that the Republican Party had in fact drawn the lines to favor their own. [FN67][FN67] When the case reached the Supreme Court a central issue was whether this was a justiciable controversy under the Equal Protection Clause. [FN68][FN68] The Court held that it was. [FN69][FN69]

To support that conclusion, the Court returned to the discussion of the political question doctrine that it had in *Baker v. Carr*. [FN70][FN70] It quoted *Baker's* famous formulation of what a political question was. [FN71][FN71] noting that unless a matter was textually committed to another branch, required a specific type of policy determination not appropriate for the Court, or there were missing manageable standards for resolving the controversy, the issue could be addressed by the federal judiciary. Finding that none of the *11 characteristics outlined in *Baker* existed in the political gerrymandering case before it, it held that the matter was justiciable. [FN72][FN72] For the Court:

> Since the achieving of fair and effective representation for all citizens is concededly the basic aim of legislative apportionment, we conclude that the Equal Protection Clause guarantees the opportunity for equal participation by all voters in the election of State legislators. Diluting the weight of votes because of place of residence impairs basic constitutional rights under the Fourteenth Amendment just as much as invidious discriminations based upon factors such as race .... [FN73][FN73] Yet while the case was deemed justiciable, it did not uphold *in toto* the lower court's determination that there was an equal protection violation in *Bandemer*. [FN74][FN74] Instead, the Court articulated several stipulations that had to be met to sustain a political gerrymandering claim. [FN75][FN75] First, there had to be proof of intentional discrimination and an actual discriminatory against “an identifiable political group” (here, the Democrats). [FN76][FN76] Second, “a group's electoral power is not unconstitutionally diminished by the simple fact of an apportionment scheme that makes winning elections more difficult, and a failure of proportional representation alone does not constitute impermissible discrimination under the Equal Protection Clause.” [FN77][FN77] Instead, the Court stated that the political process must frustrate political activity in a systematic fashion.

> [A]s in individual district cases, an equal protection violation may be found only where the electoral system substantially disadvantages certain voters in their opportunity to influence the political process effectively. In this context, such a finding of unconstitutionality must be supported by evidence of continued frustration of the will of a majority of the voters or effective denial to a *12 minority of voters of a fair chance to influence the political process. [FN78][FN78]

> Finally, the Court contended that showing frustration or dilution of political influence in one election was also insufficient. [FN79][FN79] Instead, it would need to be shown that it took place over several elections. [FN80][FN80] In sum, to support a constitutional claim for partisan gerrymandering, the *Bandemer* Court stated that one would have to demonstrate intentional discrimination and an actual effect against a group, and that discrimination must have systematically frustrated and diluted the group's ability to influence the political process across several elections. [FN81][FN81] What emerged from *Bandemer* was perhaps the manageable standards called for in *Baker* that would allow the federal judiciary to resolve a controversy. Yet the three conditions of the case proved to be anything but manageable, and the federal courts had never invalidated a redistricting plan as a partisan gerrymander. [FN82][FN82] This led to demands for the Court to rethink the question of the justiciability of partisan gerrymandering. It did that first in *Vieth v. Jubelirer* [FN83][FN83] and then again in *League of United Latin American Citizens v. Perry*. [FN84][FN84]

In *Vieth* at issue was the constitutionality of a Pennsylvania districting plan that drew the seats for its congressional delegation after the 2000 census. [FN85][FN85] The state lost two seats after the 2000 reapportionment, necessitating a new district map. [FN86][FN86] Republicans controlled both houses of the Pennsylvania legislature as

well as the governor's office. \[\text{FN87}\] The Democratic plaintiffs contended that the district lines drawn violated both Article I, Section 2 and the Equal Protection Clause, thereby constituting both a violation of the one-person, one-vote standard and, more importantly here, a partisan gerrymander. \[\text{FN88}\] The district court dismissed the plaintiffs' political gerrymandering claim and also denied plaintiffs' related motion to impose remedial districts. \[\text{FN89}\] The plaintiffs then appealed to the Supreme Court. \[\text{FN90}\]

In a split decision, the Supreme Court held several things. First, a four-person plurality opinion written by Justice Scalia reviewed the history of partisan gerrymandering in the United States, concluding that such a practice went back to the early days of the republic. \[\text{FN91}\] Given this history, there had also been numerous efforts to address it. \[\text{FN92}\] The Court key in on the Baker discussion that judicially manageable standards or a clear rule was needed for the judiciary to resolve this controversy. \[\text{FN93}\]

Justice Scalia next argued that the standards for addressing partisan gerrymandering in Bandemer had proved unworkable. \[\text{FN94}\] For him:

Eighteen years of judicial effort with virtually nothing to show for it justify us in revisiting the question whether the standard promised by Bandemer exists. As the following discussion reveals, no judicially discernible and manageable standards for adjudicating political gerrymandering claims have emerged. Lacking them, we must conclude that political gerrymandering claims are nonjusticiable and that Bandemer was wrongly decided. \[\text{FN95}\]

Justice Scalia began his argument by examining Justice White's plurality opinion in Bandemer. \[\text{FN96}\] \[\text{FN96}\] He echoed Justice O'Connor's concurrence criticizing Bandemer's three-prong test, contending that her prediction that the test would prove unmanageable and arbitrary, and would fall into a simple proportionality test between voting percentages and seats won by a particular party, had since become true. \[\text{FN97}\] The Court's review of the employment of the test in the lower courts showed that Bandemer provided no guidance to them. \[\text{FN98}\]

In criticizing the standards for adjudicating partisan gerrymandering, the plurality opinion characterized them all as a variation of intent plus *effect* of the gerrymander is what should guide resolution of the case. \[\text{FN99}\] This predominant intent standard, as noted in the opinion, was borrowed from the racial gerrymandering litigation under the Voting Rights Act and the Equal Protection Clause. \[\text{FN100}\] The plaintiffs argued that the entire statewide redistricting plan must be measured against this standard, but Justice Scalia found that even more unworkable.

Vague as the “predominant motivation” test might be when used to evaluate single districts, it all but evaporates when applied statewide. Does it mean, for instance, that partisan intent must outweigh all other goals--contiguity, compactness, preservation of neighborhoods, etc.--statewide? And how is the statewide “outweighing” to be determined? If three-fifths of the map's districts forgo the pursuit of partisan ends in favor of strictly observing political-subdivision lines, and only two-fifths ignore those lines to disadvantage the plaintiffs, is the observance of political subdivisions the “predominant” goal between those two? We are sure appellants do not think so. \[\text{FN101}\]

As if plaintiffs' test for determining intent was not bad enough, Justice Scalia also criticized the borrowing of the effects test from the racial gerrymandering/equal protection jurisprudence. \[\text{FN102}\] While race is immutable, one's politics is not, rendering it difficult to ascertain if people of a specific political affiliation or stripe have been “packed” into or “cracked” among districts. \[\text{FN103}\] Moreover, the plurality also stated that even if the effects of a gerrymander could be ascertained, and one accepted the fact that a majority of voters could not elect a majority of the representatives, the Court contended that there would be no constitutional violation because the Equal Protection Clause does not guarantee “a right to proportional representation.” \[\text{FN104}\] What does the Equal Protection Clause *provide*? “It guarantees equal protection of the law to persons, not equal representation in government to equivalently sized groups. It nowhere says that farmers or urban dwellers, Christian fundamentalists or Jews, Republicans or Democrats, must be accorded political strength proportionate to their numbers.” \[\text{FN105}\]
Finally, Justice Scalia also questioned how to establish a party’s “majority status.” [*16] The plaintiffs suggested looking to statewide vote totals, but the Court pointed out that “as their own complaint describes, in the 2000 Pennsylvania statewide elections some Republicans won and some Democrats won,” so that approach will not always yield a clear answer. [*17] In addition, the Court noted that majority status in a statewide contest is not the only factor affecting voter behavior in a district-level contest. [*18] Thus, for all of these reasons, the intent plus effect standard is unmanageable.

The plurality opinion also criticized alternative standards proposed by the dissenters in the case, dismissing all of them as deficient. [*19] Of special interest here is the argument presented by Justice Stevens (as criticized and characterized by the plurality) who drew an analogy between First Amendment jurisprudence and the equal protection claims here.

Justice Stevens relies on First Amendment cases to suggest that politically discriminatory gerrymanders are subject to strict scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause .... It is elementary that scrutiny levels are claim specific. An action that triggers a heightened level of scrutiny for one claim may receive a very different level of scrutiny for a different claim because the underlying rights, and consequently constitutional harms, are not comparable. To say that suppression of political speech (a claimed First Amendment violation) triggers strict scrutiny is not to say that failure to give political groups equal representation (a claimed equal protection violation) triggers strict scrutiny. Only an equal protection claim is before us in the present case—perhaps for the very good reason that a First Amendment claim, if it were sustained, would render unlawful all consideration of political affiliation in districting, just as it renders unlawful all consideration of political affiliation in hiring for non-policy-level government jobs. What cases such as Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347 (1976), require is not merely that Republicans be given a decent share of the jobs in a Democratic administration, but that political affiliation be disregarded. [*20] [*21] [*22]

In part, the plurality's claim is that were the tools for assessing First Amendment claims adopted to apply to political gerrymanders, then either the standards would still be unmanageable or all political considerations in redistricting would need to be banned. [*23]

Overall, a four-Justice plurality ruled that partisan gerrymanders were not justiciable and therefore the claims of the Democrats should be rejected. However, five Justices agreed that the Democrats had not proved a partisan gerrymander existed in the case before them and that this type of issue was not justiciable. [*24] [*25] Justice Kennedy concurred that there was no partisan gerrymander here, but he refused to go along with overruling Bandemer. [*26] He agreed that neutral rules for resolving and adjudicating partisan gerrymanders were needed but he did not agree with the majority that it would never be possible to find them. [*27] [*28] This thus created a five-Justice majority to reject the plaintiffs’ claims. [*29] [*30] Because there were not five votes to overrule Bandemer, [*31] [*32] partisan gerrymandering claims remained justiciable. However, the dissenters did not agree on the standard for adjudicating such a claim. [*33] [*34] Some observers hoped League of United Latin American Citizens v. Perry (“LULAC”) would provide an occasion to set the standard, but they were to be disappointed.

*LULAC* arose out of a high-profile partisan battle in the Texas legislature for control of Texas' congressional delegation. [*35] [*36] Texas picked up two additional seats in the 2000 reapportionment. [*37] [*38] At the time of redistricting, the Texas Republican Party controlled the State Senate and the governor's office, but the Democrats controlled the State House of Representatives. [*39] [*40] The Republicans and the Democrats were unable to agree to adopt a redistricting scheme and eventually, litigation led to the creation of a court-ordered one. [*41] [*42] Using this map, the voters elected a Congressional delegation of seventeen Democrats and fifteen Republicans. [*43] [*44] However, the 2003 state elections gave Republicans control of both houses of the state legislature. [*45] [*46] With the encouragement of Tom DeLay, [*47] [*48] and after a long struggle, including Democrats in the legislature hiding out in Oklahoma to avoid a special session, [*49] [*50] the state passed a new redistricting plan in 2003. [*51]
Under the new map, in the 2004 elections, Republicans earned a similar percentage of the vote in statewide races as they did in 2000. [FN127][FN127] but they captured twenty-one of the congressional seats compared to only eleven won by Democrats. [FN128][FN128] Plaintiffs challenged the 2003 plan in court, claiming, *inter alia*, that it was a partisan gerrymander and that the state and federal constitutions barred a second redistricting scheme following a decennial census. [FN129][FN129] The district court entered judgment against the challengers on all claims, but in light of *Vieth*, the Supreme Court vacated that decision and remanded the case back to the district court for reconsideration. [FN130][FN130] On reconsideration, the district court again upheld the new districting plan. [FN131][FN131] Before the Supreme Court were arguments that the 2003 redistricting scheme was a partisan or political gerrymander, that it *18* violated the VRA, and that the mid-decade redistricting violated the one-person, one-vote requirement under the Fourteenth Amendment. [FN132][FN132] While the Court did find that one of the districts violated the VRA, [FN133][FN133] it rejected claims that the mid-decade redistricting violated the Constitution and it also ruled that the appellants had failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted for the political gerrymander. [FN134][FN134]

Justice Kennedy, writing for yet another divided Court when it came to the partisan gerrymander claim, specifically noted that the theory of the plaintiffs was that mid-decade redistricting solely motivated by partisan objectives violated the Fourteenth Amendment. [FN135][FN135] A majority of the Court rejected this claim, [FN136][FN136] stating that not every line was drawn based on partisan objectives. [FN137][FN137] The plurality held that challengers would have to show how their representational rights were burdened, according to a reliable standard. [FN138][FN138] The court rejected a mid-decade redistricting exercise as the basis for a *per se* violation. [FN139][FN139] Similarly, the claim that a mid-decade redistricting violates the one-person, one-vote requirement if done for partisan purposes is also rejected. [FN140][FN140] While Justice Kennedy clearly stated that this decision did not revisit the justiciability of partisan gerrymandering, it rejected the tests offered in this case to define a standard for resolving disputes averring this as a claim. [FN141][FN141]

As with *Vieth*, LULAC produced a divided Court that failed to mend the split over partisan gerrymandering. Justice Kennedy wrote for the Court with various Justices concurring with parts of the decision. The splits were over whether partisan gerrymanders are justiciable (five *19* Justices agreed that they were). [FN142][FN142] whether there was a VRA violation in the drawing of district 23 (five agreed there were), [FN143][FN143] and whether there could be any manageable standard for resolving a political gerrymander (Justice Kennedy rejected the plaintiff's proposed standard, four justices rejected any standards, and four other Justices splintered over various possible standards). [FN144][FN144] *LULAC* left the Court no better off than before, despite a change in two Justices since the *Vieth* decision and with four justices saying political gerrymanders are nonjusticiable, four saying they are and proposing different standards, and Justice Kennedy in the middle saying the issue is justiciable but still in search of a standard. Yet unlike in *Vieth*, there was little discussion of the equal protection logic underlying the claims. Similarly, while in *Vieth* Justices Kennedy and Stevens raised the possibility that these types of claims might be better suited as First Amendment challenges, only Stevens referenced that line of debate and only ever so briefly.

C. Summary

The political gerrymandering cases came to the Supreme Court as equal protection claims arising out of the one-person, one-vote and VRA racial gerrymandering litigation. The reason for doing this may have less to do with logic than convenience; there was already an established jurisprudence on redistricting when *Bandemer* was brought, and by concentrating on the maltreatment one party received at the hands of another, the Court might compare Democrats in Indiana to minority voters in VRA claims or to disenfranchised voters in the one-person, one-vote malapportionment cases. However, as Justice Scalia aptly pointed out in *Vieth*, the analogy between party membership and race (and also demographic or geographic location) breaks down upon closer analysis. [FN145][FN145] Race is immutable, party status is not. Racial block voting is identifiable, partisan voting seems to shift by office and candidate. Race allows for a *20* determination of intent or effects by looking at the shape or type of district (majority-minority) formed. Finally, Justice Scalia seemed to suggest that while the one-person, one-vote and racial gerrymandering

allowed for something like a structural solution-- proportionality, at least in terms of the former--the same was not
guaranteed by the Equal Protection Clause in terms of stipulating a one-person, one-party relationship between party
votes and representation. [FN146][FN146]

II. POLITICAL GERRYMANDERING AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT

A. Kennedy, Stevens, and the First Amendment

If equal protection reapportionment jurisprudence has proven thus far to be unsuccessful in providing the
standards to remedy political gerrymanders, why not follow the direction suggested by Justices Kennedy and Stevens
in Vieth and Stevens in LULAC and use the First Amendment as the constitutional hook to address these claims?

In Vieth, Justice Kennedy responded to criticism from Justice Scalia's plurality opinion that he sought to resolve
the dispute in this case by an appeal to fairness and not a standard. [FN147][FN147] Yet in searching for a standard to
address the case he noted that perhaps another “subsidiary standard” besides the Equal Protection Clause might be
more appropriate.

Though in the briefs and at argument the appellants relied on the Equal Protection Clause as the source of
their substantive right and as the basis for relief, I note that the complaint in this case also alleged a violation of
First Amendment rights .... The First Amendment may be the more relevant constitutional provision in future
cases that allege unconstitutional partisan gerrymandering. After all, these allegations involve the First
Amendment interest of not burdening or penalizing citizens because of their participation in the electoral
process, their voting history, their association with a political party, or their expression of political views.
[FN148][FN148]

Justice Kennedy suggested that within the First Amendment jurisprudence, especially in the patronage decisions
such as Elrod v. Burns, [FN149][FN149] or some of *21 the political party associational rights decisions such as
Democratic Party v. Jones, [FN150][FN150] might offer a basis for making this claim in that he sees these cases as
supporting the propositions that the state cannot enact a law burdening individuals' representational rights or
considering their political views absent a compelling governmental interest. [FN151][FN151] Justice Kennedy also
offers a brief but undeveloped analysis of how a First Amendment jurisprudence would work in comparison to an
equal protection approach, noting how the former looks to the burden on representational rights while the latter looks
to the permissibility of the classification. [FN152][FN152]

In addition to these brief words by Justice Kennedy in Vieth, Justice Stevens in both this case and LULAC dropped
similar hints about a First Amendment analysis as it applies to political gerrymandering. In Vieth, he argued that the
Constitution requires neutrality regarding individuals' political beliefs, and he also cited the patronage cases for the
proposition that it is not legitimate for the government to discriminate on the basis of politics, political affiliation, or
speech. [FN153][FN153] In LULAC, Stevens again made the same point by citing both Justice Kennedy's Vieth
discussion and when by blending a First Amendment and equal protection analysis to partisan gerrymanders.

The requirements of the Federal Constitution that limit the State's power to rely exclusively on partisan
preferences in drawing district lines are the Fourteenth Amendment's prohibition against invidious
discrimination, and the First Amendment's protection of citizens from official retaliation based on their political
affiliation. The equal protection component of the Fourteenth Amendment requires actions taken by the
sovereign to be supported by some legitimate interest, and further establishes that a bare desire to harm a
politically disfavored group is not a legitimate interest. See, e.g., Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center, Inc., 473
U.S. 432, 447, 105 S.Ct. 3249, 87 L.Ed.2d 313 (1985). Similarly, the freedom of political belief and association
guaranteed by the First Amendment prevents the State, absent a compelling interest, from “penalizing citizens
because of their participation in the *22 electoral process, ... their association with a political party, or their
expression of political views. [FN154][FN154]
Unfortunately, beyond this brief fragment, Justice Stevens did little to develop his blended First Amendment/equal protection analysis in a way that offers a clear, manageable standard accepted by a majority of the Court for adjudicating political gerrymanders.

B. Criticizing the First Amendment Turn

After Vieth, a flurry of authors examined the First Amendment challenges of Justices Kennedy and Stevens. These authors—many of them the leading authors in the field of constitutional and election law—were almost unanimous in their dismissal of any shift from the Equal Protection Clause to the First Amendment in addressing partisan gerrymanders. [FN155][FN155]

One line of criticism is that regulation of partisan gerrymanders is not a judicial function. Peter Schuck, [FN156][FN156] for example, writing after Bandemer, best captured this sentiment and appeared to anticipate Justice Scalia’s arguments in Vieth when he argued that partisan gerrymanders are nonjusticiable and that the Court should not try to adjudicate them. For Schuck, “Judicial regulation of partisan gerrymandering would be a cure worse than the disease.” [FN157][FN157] According to Schuck, the Constitution does not require political perfection; gerrymandering is the price we pay for a robust political environment that is open and free. [FN158][FN158] Gerrymandering, as a longstanding practice, is politically legitimate and congruent with our political norms. [FN159][FN159] In short, his advice: learn to live with partisan gerrymanders.

*23 Schuck would withdraw the Court from the political thicket of partisan gerrymanders. Others, including Nathaniel Persily, agreed. [FN160][FN160] Yet some individuals writing after Vieth did not go quite that far, instead confining their criticism of the opinion and the “First Amendment turn” to other matters. Rick Hasen wrote that Democratic Party v. Jones does not support Justice Kennedy’s associational harm argument or that it is about people who are subject to disfavored treatment based on their views. [FN161][FN161] This case, he contended, is about forced association. [FN162][FN162] In terms of referencing the patronage cases, Hasen stated that there the burden or harm is tangible—individuals lose their jobs—but in the partisan gerrymandering cases, the harm from cracking or packing party members isn’t so clear. [FN163][FN163] Thus, citing to or referencing the patronage cases as precedent the way Justice Kennedy does is illegitimate or incorrect for Hasen.

Issacharoff and Karlan make a similar claim about the patronage cases, [FN164][FN164] but they ground their argument in a broader philosophical context. The inapplicability of the patronage cases to partisan gerrymanders lies in the fact that the injury in the former resided outside of the political process. [FN165][FN165] By that, their harm “did not require the reviewing court to articulate a political philosophy or to decide in the abstract what constituted a fair employment or contracting policy.” [FN166][FN166] In contrast, they contend, as a second criticism of the First Amendment approach, that “in a political gerrymandering case, the question whether ‘an apportionment has the purpose and effect of burdening a group of voters’ representational rights’ requires deciding what voters’ ‘representational rights’ are.” [FN167][FN167] Missing from the First Amendment analysis is a broader democratic theory that explains what representational rights are, [FN168][FN168] or a political philosophy that informs constitutional theory regarding the scope of majoritarian *24 politics and what is permissible in popular politics. [FN169][FN169] Lacking this broader theory, their criticism of Justice Kennedy is simply put:

[T]he distinction between relying on the Equal Protection Clause and relying on the First Amendment lies in the fact that “equal protection analysis puts its emphasis on the permissibility of an enactment’s classifications” while First Amendment analysis “concentrates on whether the legislation burdens the representational rights of the complaining party’s voters,” as Justice Kennedy would have it, simply ignores the question that “representational rights” are as yet undefined. [FN170][FN170]

In addition to Issacharoff and Karlan, others such as Driver, [FN171][FN171] Berman, [FN172][FN172] Charles, [FN173][FN173] and Lewis, [FN174][FN174] made similar appeals to broader political theories or approaches as a prerequisite to the articulation of clear standards.
Lacking a clear political theory that explains why partisan gerrymandering is wrong leads to a third criticism of the judicial attempts to correct partisan gerrymanders—a lack of clear and manageable standards. This lack of clear standards is why Schuck contended that this issue should be left to the political process. [FN175][FN175] Hasen would pull a Bork [FN176][FN176] and wait for clear standards to emerge through an evolving social consensus, [FN177][FN177] while, as noted, Issacharoff and Karlan would have us wait for a democratic theory to provide guidance in ascertaining clear and manageable standards. [FN178][FN178]

A fourth criticism, most vigorously made by Rick Pildes, is that the First Amendment protects individual rights but that partisan gerrymandering is a structural problem. [FN179][FN179] Specifically, Pildes argues that individual rights adjudication either is not appropriate for addressing structural issues such as gerrymandering, or such an individualistic rights-based strategy is categorically different than the broader principles demanded to bring about structural reform. [FN180][FN180] Issacharoff and Karlan’s appeal to a broader theory similarly seems to make the same assumption. [FN181][FN181] All three of them roughly draw a dichotomy between individual rights and governmental structure, as if the two are distinct and as apparently unrelated as a Kantian antinomy. [FN182][FN182]

In making these arguments, they seem to be aping Justice Scalia’s points in Vieth that there is a problem moving from individual claims at the district level about representational rights to statewide assertions regarding impermissible First Amendment motives. [FN183][FN183]

On top of the above four points, others criticized the First Amendment approach to addressing partisan gerrymandering for a variety of reasons. Richard Briffault appears to agree with Justice Scalia that a First Amendment approach to addressing partisan gerrymanders would imprudently eliminate all political criteria from the districting process. [FN184][FN184] Conversely, if not, then there would remain only murky criteria on when partisan considerations were permissible, [FN185][FN185] short of falling into the trap of proportional representation as the adjudicated remedy. [FN186][FN186] For some, the First Amendment provides standards no more exact than the Equal Protection Clause. [FN187][FN187] Alternatively, it might provide standards that would not be clear no matter what. [FN188][FN188]

Overall, scholars and election law specialists have been critically unsympathetic to using the First Amendment to adjudicating partisan gerrymanders. Joann Kamuf, in one of the few articles defending the First Amendment turn, [FN189][FN189] nicely summarizes criticisms of this approach to addressing partisan districting. For Kamuf, claims that redistricting is a task for the political branches to address, or that no manageable standards can be found, or that reapportionment require the courts to make policy decisions, are all potential objections. [FN190][FN190] In addition to what Kamuf lists, lack of a theory to guide the Court, the gap between individual rights and government structure, and the inapposite use of the patronage and party cases by Justice Kennedy to support his propositions, round out the criticisms of the First Amendment turn. [FN191][FN191]

C. But are the Critics Right?

Is the First Amendment fundamentally flawed as a tool for adjudicating partisan gerrymanders as critics contend? Despite some nitpicking and more serious criticisms, a turn towards a First Amendment approach is worth a try. At the worst it would produce results no worse than presently yielded with the Equal Protection Clause and at best, it would resolve a vexing problem that the Court has sought to resolve since Bandemer. In offering a First Amendment approach to the partisan gerrymandering problem, this Article agrees with the criticisms of Issacharoff and Karlan that a broader political philosophy or democratic theory is needed to justify or support the constitutional argument. The theory that provides this foundation is classical Liberalism. However, in offering that theory, this Article makes two other points. First, Justice Scalia and others who argue that politics or partisanship are relevant criteria in redistricting are wrong. Instead, Liberal thought, as it will be shown, demands political neutrality, especially in terms of the construction of the basic institutions of government. Second, Pildes and other who argue that a First Amendment rights strategy is inappropriate or an unsatisfactory means to bringing about structural changes are incorrect because rights and structure are connected ontologically, legally, and conceptually.
According to John Rawls, neutrality is a central concept of Liberal thought. In making this claim, Rawls appeals to one of the precepts of classical Liberal thought which contends that the state should remain neutral regarding the life choices and preferences of its citizens. This notion of neutrality, grounded in epistemological objectivity, religious toleration, and the political premises of equality and liberty for all, represents a belief that the government should generally not substitute its concept of the good or the good life for that determined by each individual citizen.

John Locke locates the concept of neutrality both within his writings on government neutrality towards religion, and estate. With Kant, the concept of neutrality is grounded in the individual capacity of citizens to use their own public reason to render political judgments. Similarly, John Rawls' situates this neutrality within a Kantian respect for the inherent dignity of rational beings to make choices regarding the ends or goals of their life, and for his eventual prioritization of the right over the good, and respect for the equality of conscience of all. Finally, Jürgen Habermas would see neutrality as grounded in non-hierarchical bargaining and communication that takes place in the public sphere, making possible democratic decisionmaking.

Neutrality demands thus a sense of disinterestedness by the state in its attitude towards the political and often moral preferences of its citizens. As Rawls recognized in Political Liberalism, citizens approach the public sphere from a diversity of moral, religious, and political perspectives; the task of reaching political agreement is respect for this diversity, building upon it an overlapping consensus that must start with an understanding that the state may not favor the views of some at the expense of others. How does this concept of neutrality translate over into politics, or more specifically, into the use of partisanship or political preferences in the drawing of district lines? Here is where one can appeal to Liberalism, Rawls, and his construction of the basic rules of justice.

A Theory of Justice seeks to construct the rule of justice that will govern the basic institutions of a society. Drawing upon classical social contract theory which situates individuals in a prepolitical state of nature who are asked to devise a government for themselves, Rawls asks what type of basic institutions of justice would rational but mutually disinterested individuals construct for themselves when they are placed under a veil of ignorance. Behind this veil of ignorance individuals have general knowledge of their society but they do not know certain facts such as “his place in society, his class position or social status; nor does he know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities, his intelligence, and strength, and the like.”

In effect, stripped of knowledge of personal attributes such as our gender, race, and religion, and therefore rendering them as impartial decision makers stripped of personal bias—therefore neutral—individuals are called upon to construct the rules of justice that will govern their society. Rawls depicts individuals as self-interested and rational maximizers, wanting to maximize social goods, which means that they might be unlikely to base social distributions on immutable characteristics which they cannot control and which they have no personal knowledge of under the veil of ignorance. Under these constraints, Rawls contends that individuals would opt for his two principles of justice over a utilitarian theory of distribution. The two principles of justice thus embody a sense of right over good as well as political neutrality. They state that “each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive basic liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others” and “social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both (a) reasonably expected to be to everyone's advantage, and (b) attached to positions and offices open to all.”
What are we to make of the veil of ignorance, the Rawlsian bargaining game, and the two principles of justice that he claims individuals would construct to order their society? Imagine individuals behind Rawls' veil of ignorance asked to devise rules of justice that will order their society, including their political and governmental institutions. Would such individuals, unaware of their partisan preferences, be willing let such partisan values or preferences factor into the organization of the government? The answer is probably not, at least when it comes to the rules determining the awarding of political representatives. A Rawlsian individual behind the veil of ignorance would probably be unlikely to let partisan considerations drive districting, for fear that once the veil of ignorance is lifted, seats and boundaries would potentially be drawn to their political disadvantage.

The point with this Rawlsian construct and appeal to Liberalism is simple: it is unlikely that partisan preferences would be an acceptable criterion for the drawing of district lines either under the principle of neutrality inherent in Liberal thought or in a situation where individuals were in a bargaining game, asked to design the basic institutional rules of justice, and they did not know what their partisan identity is. Those, such as Justice Scalia, Schuck, and Briffault, who contend that partisanship is not an illegitimate factor in redistricting simply have it wrong. Nonpartisan districting is dictated by a political philosophy that lies at the heart of American constitutional theory and the First Amendment, and there is nothing inconsistent in arguing that such an imperative should apply in an all-or-nothing fashion.

2. Rights and Structure

A second objection leveled at a First Amendment turn towards addressing partisan districting is that a rights-based strategy is inappropriate for bringing about structural changes such as in representation. Critics who make this argument, or some permutation of it, both misunderstand the nature of litigation and the relationship between rights and governmental or political structures.

Consider first the nature of litigation. Charles has pointed out that a rights-based strategy has changed the structure of reapportionment already when it comes to the one-person, one-vote standard and in terms of the racial gerrymandering. The judiciary has been exceedingly successful since Baker v. Carr in forcing states to undertake decennial redistricting that conforms to the one-person, one-vote mandate, and since Gomillion v. Lightfoot and the adoption of the Voting Rights Act, the courts have also been very successful promoting minority voting and representation. Normative disagreements are differences in kind from empirical ones.

Second, one can also read the rights-structure argument as a claim about judicial efficacy, specifically, that the courts are not effective in undertaking efforts to redraw district lines and therefore would not be effective in seeking to effect nonpartisan districting. This objection, if empirical, can be rejected by looking at the 40 years of history the courts have had in redistricting since Baker. By that, there is no evidence that the courts have done a worse job than legislatures in districting and, in fact, given that the political branches have foot-dragged and fought the one-person, one-vote standard and the efforts to root out racism in this process, the courts come out looking quite good. Yet if the objection is normative (the courts ought not to address partisan districting), then one is arguing nothing more than a question about the proper role for judges in our society. Ultimately, judicial role hangs both on the type of debate Justice Brennan engaged in over the justiciability of reapportionment in Baker v. Carr, or in a discussion about the courts and their relationship to the political process in a democratic society. Normative disagreements are differences in kind from empirical ones.

A third sense about what the rights-structure argument means looks at the nature of litigation. All litigation is really rights-based in the sense that some type of injury must be demonstrated for a party to have standing. One cannot simply sue claiming a deficient process or structure unless ultimately one shows an injury. In terms of the First Amendment, several authors have developed elaborate arguments discussing how free speech or association claims are linked to structural conceptions of how society operates.
*32 Yet a fourth sense in which rights and structure are connected can be understood from the perspective of looking at the underlying or internal connections that exist in the law. These connections can be understood in several ways. Perhaps the most simple is Wesley Hohfeld’s claim that there are basic connections among and between legal concepts such as rights and duties or powers and liabilities. [FN223] Hohfeld’s famous article sought to demonstrate the “intrinsic meaning and scope” of several critical legal concepts, as well as “their relations to one another and the methods by which they are applied.” [FN224] Hohfeld demonstrated interconnections in legal terms, and although “rights” were not connected to “structure” in his essay, [FN225] it is impossible to understand the former without seeing it as a limit upon the latter. By that, if the Constitution confers a power upon the federal government, such as an ability to tax and spend money for the general welfare, a First Amendment right might serve as a limit upon it if the expenditure is to serve a religious purpose. [FN226] Thus, rights imply a relational standing to government structure; change one and the meaning of the other also changes.

Another way to comprehend this relationship is to view the law as a Wittgensteinian language game. [FN227] Here we can draw an analogy, stating that law resembles language in several ways. [FN228] First, both law and *33 language are a collection of concepts. [FN229] These concepts acquire their meaning both in terms of how they are used [FN230] and in their relationship to one another within a specific language game. [FN231] Social conventions also determine the meaning of words, with an agreement on the use of a word critical to deciding how it shall be used within a language. [FN232] Finally (for the purposes of this Article) language is ultimately grounded in social practices and conventions which Wittgenstein refers to as a “form of life.” [FN233] Applying this simplified language model to law, legal concepts such as rights, constitution, and representation acquire a meaning based on use and within a context of how other words are defined. Agreements on the meaning of terms is critical to the process of legal interpretation or legal hermeneutics, offering rules on how to read legal texts and render the meaning of terms based, in part, on the structure of sentences and the terms they contain. Finally, if language ultimately sources its meanings in practices that are part of a form of life, one could argue that law itself arrives at it meanings in a set of social practices, customs, and perhaps even a political philosophy, such as Liberalism.

The point in pushing a Wittgensteinian parallel of law and language is that legal terms such as rights, redistricting, and government structure are part of a similar or the same language game. Instead of seeing rights litigation and governmental or political structures as distinct entities, in many cases they are part of one language game such that the meaning of one term has an impact upon another. Change what a right is, or the scope of what “neutrality” means, or what representation is, and other words, as suggested by Hohfeld, will also change. We can also potentially view linguistic social conventions, rules, agreements, or forms of life as a political philosophy or theory that helps to inform meanings in the law. Thus, in response to Issacharoff and Karlan who say that a theory is needed to explain what constitutes harm to representational rights, [FN234] the language game of Liberalism, with its commitment to neutrality, as well as *34 individual liberty and equality, fit that bill, providing the definition that links individual rights claims to political and governmental structures. [FN235]

Besides the parallel of law to a language game, there are two other ways that one can see rights and structure related. First, Kant and then eventually Hegel saw connections in apparent opposites. Kant’s antinomies between reason and empiricism, for example find a unity in opposition or connection via transcendental reason. [FN236] More famously, Hegel drew connections between apparent antithetical concepts such as Being and Nothing and Subject and Object in his dialectical method of analysis. [FN237] For both Kant and Hegel, internal connections or relations may not actually exist between or among concepts (or Notions for Hegel) that are initially seen. Finally, to make the connection to law most exact, Ronald Dworkin’s concept of rights as trumps place limits on the political process, [FN238] shifting from the majoritarian branches to the judiciary the responsibility for the protection of individual claims. [FN239] Simply put, rights claims have a structural impact upon how the government operates in terms of who acts and who responds and how.
While this discussion has been extensive, the way to summarize the argument about the relationship between rights and structure can be stated by arguing that:

*35 Democratic theories have ontologies. Each defines its object of inquiry, the critical components of what makes a political system work, and what forces, structures, and assumptions are core to its conception of governance. This ontology will not only include a discussion of human nature but also an examination of concepts such as representation, consent, political parties, liberty, equality, and a host of other ideas and institutions that define what a democracy is and how it is supposed to operate. [...]

Democracies and political systems define the background for individual rights. For Dworkin, they operate “in an abstract way against decisions taken by the community or society as a whole,” with “more specific institutional rights that hold against a decision made by a specific institution.” [...]

These background rights serve as general principles that define rights within a community, with the embodiment of these rights in the law representing specific claims against political institutions to perform certain functions or tasks. To simplify Dworkin's point: theories (such as about democracy) represent abstract rights regarding how a legal regime should operate, with constitutional law serving as a concrete embodiment of rights in definite institutions and structures. [...]

As Iredell Jenkins states: “Legally, the recognition that certain persons have a certain right has two immediate and important consequences: it imposes corresponding duties on other persons, and it enlist[s] the state in the protection of these rights.” [...]

Individual rights claims then, thus contrary to assertions by Pildes, are not only related to political and governmental structures, but pursuing them is the most logical and appropriate way to bring about institutional changes, including with how reapportionment and redistricting occur. These claims are also organized by a political or democratic theory, with Liberal *36 political neutrality serving as the map upon which we give content and meaning to the Constitution, individual rights, an even the concept of representation.

3. Political Neutrality and the Politics/Administration Dichotomy

Critics of the First Amendment turn to adjudicating partisan gerrymandering assailed Justice Kennedy's appeal to the patronage and party cases as support for the proposition that partisanship or political preferences are illegitimate preferences to be considered when the state acts. While conceding that the Jones case cited by Justice Kennedy may not support his argument, Hasen and others are both right and wrong when it comes to the patronage cases. They are maybe right that the cases do not provide a clear statement of the harm implicated in partisan gerrymandering, but they are wrong in their assertions that they do not stand for the proposition that the state should not be allowed to consider partisanship in its decision-making. Moreover, where Justices Kennedy and perhaps Stevens erred in their referencing of the patronage cases was that they focused too narrowly on them and not on a broader role the Court has had in articulating Liberal neutrality in its decisions. In particular, Liberal neutrality in public administration manifests itself in a Progressive era concept called neutral competence or the politics-administration dichotomy. [...]

This dichotomy called for a removal of politics in the administration of government, leaving politics to the realm of elected officials who make policy.

Efforts to depoliticize the administrative apparatus of the government can be traced to the late 19th century civil service reform movements that were directed at rooting out the corruption and spoils that had emerged in Andrew Jackson's time and which fully blossomed during Lincoln's and Grant's administrations. [...]

Political patronage and spoils, which during the Jacksonian era was heralded as a reform movement to improve political accountability, strengthen political parties, and improve the representative quality of the federal bureaucracy, had by the 1850s become viewed as a corrupt practice that undermined the moral integrity of the government. [...]

Thus, starting as early as the 1840s, some in Congress sought to establish competitive examinations for some positions and by 1856 there were demands for a professionalized civil service. [...]

After the Civil War, Congress, and especially representative Thomas Jenckes from Rhode Island, began pushing for civil service exams and other reforms. [...]

While claims that spoils were inefficient were articulated, the primary focus of these early reformers was moralistic and aimed at the purification of the federal employment that was tainted by politics. [...]

The first serious movement towards reform of spoils came in 1871 when Congress issued a joint resolution authorizing President Grant to create a Civil Service Commission (CSC). This Commission classified some positions, issued guidelines for competitive examinations, and also recommended a ban on political assessments (the practice of employees paying yearly fees in return for continued federal employment). The Commission died in 1873 for lack of funding. However, the Grant Commission had created many regulations and terminology that would eventually become the basis for the 1883 Pendleton Act which was the first major federal civil service reform act.

Further action towards the reform of the civil service took place throughout the 1870s. In 1873, for example, Grant issued an executive order forbidding civil servants from holding state or local offices. Although the order did not preclude campaigning, it did place some limits upon the individual's own political career. In 1877 President Hayes issued an order limiting the political activities of federal employees by banning their involvement in the management of political organizations, caucuses, conventions, and elections, although their right to vote or speak out on issues was not affected.

The 1883 Pendleton Act represented a first and small triumph over spoils and the articulation of the position that political control of administration did not further democratic ideals, but instead threatened the neutral administration of justice, the moral integrity of government, and the efficiency of administration. Three years subsequent to its adoption, President Cleveland strengthened earlier efforts towards political neutrality by issuing an order that reiterated the ban on political activity by federal employees.

After the Pendleton Act's passage, the civil service reform movement underwent several important changes. First, passage of the Act was not a complete remedy for all the social and political ills facing the federal government. There were still other problems and the Pendleton Act could not address them because the Act covered only a very small percentage of the positions in the federal government (entry level and clerical positions in urban centers and where custom houses were located). “Also, the reform spirit somewhat lapsed on the federal level after 1883 and some hostility against the Act developed in Congress, leading to unsuccessful efforts to repeal it.”

However, neither did the desire for reform die nor did the demand to take politics out of administration subside. Reformers at this time believed that the only way to eliminate spoils was to depoliticize the civil service. Hence, the reform movement changed in a couple of important ways:

First, starting in the late 1890s and into the early 20th century, there was a new focus to reform. Partly as a result of the Populist movement, reformers became preoccupied with efforts to reconcile the operation of the federal bureaucracy with the basic political values of representative democracy. Reformers asked how a politically-neutral merit system and a tenured civil service could operate within a political system that respected representative democracy and public accountability of public office holders through competitive elections. One solution to this problem would be to try to distinguish politics from administration and push the goal of neutral competence.

The experiences of foreign regimes offered later 19th and early 20th century Americans a model for civil service reform and efforts to purge politics from the administration of government. Woodrow Wilson, writing in his 1885 “Notes on Administration,” contended that “the task of developing a science of administration for America should be approached with a larger observance of the utilities than is to be found in the German or French treatment of the subject.” In this essay Wilson stated for the first time that “administration should be subservient to the politics,” a distinction that he would make more forcefully in his now famous 1886 essay “The Study of Administration.” Administrative questions, for Wilson, are distinct from political questions because while political questions are policy questions, public administration is simply the “detailed and systematic execution of public law.” In borrowing from German writers, Woodrow Wilson argued that administration was the detailed execution of general
government policies and “lies outside the proper sphere of politics.” [FN267] Policies should be set by elected leaders and their appointees. [FN268] Administration is the province of politically neutral, permanent officials selected for their expertise. [FN269]

Though Wilson’s essay had little influence until decades after his death, Frank J. Goodnow’s 1900 *Politics and Administration* was perhaps the most influential book upon early 20th century administrative thinking. [FN270] It sought to clarify the various functions of the state which he described as politics and administration. [FN271] Politics is defined as the “expressions of the state will” while administration is the “execution of these policies.” [FN272] However, while these are distinct functions, there is a need for a harmony between the expression and execution of the law because a popular government must be able to control the execution of the law if its will is to be expressed. [FN273] Yet, while politics should control administration, there is a limit to how much politics should penetrate into administration lest the latter becomes inefficient. [FN274]

The spoils system had produced a coordination of politics and administration, yet the spoils had two glaring deficiencies. One, it led to the impairing of administrative efficiency. Two, and far more important for Goodnow, the spoils was a threat to popular government and competitive elections because it supported the ruling party and kept it in power. The spoils system, a consequence of strong political parties and a decentralized administrative system, was a threat to democracy because “[t]he” party in control of the government offices had made use of them not merely to influence the expression of the popular will, but to thwart it when once expressed. [FN275]

While Goodnow did recognize the importance of political parties in a popular government and sought to strengthen them in America, he rejected party (political) control over administration as the best way to harmonize the expression and execution of the popular will. [FN276] Goodnow rejected perhaps the hallmark Jacksonian defense of spoils that it sustained strong parties and democratic control of the bureaucracy. [FN277] Moreover, Goodnow also repudiated earlier claims that open competitive exams would end this corruption because these exams were a small part of the reform movement. [FN278] The solution to preventing administration (party control of offices) from thwarting the political will was to remove it from political and party control.

That it [popular government] shall not be lost in our own case, depends very largely on our ability to prevent politics from exercising too great an influence over administration. *41* and the parties in control of administration from using it to influence improperly the expression of the public will. [FN279]

The best way to assert a new harmony between the expression and the execution of the laws would be by creating a hierarchal and centralized administration with the President at the head to direct the operations of the government. [FN280] Such a centralized system with superiors overseeing subordinates would limit the discretion of the latter and, thus, prevent them from acting politically. [FN281]

While this model of organization sought to subordinate administration to politics, this subordination did not mean that politics should control administration. Instead, Goodnow makes it clear that this type of control is inefficient. [FN282] There are certain areas of administration, moreover, that should be insulated from politics. [FN283] These areas include the administration of justice, technical, scientific information gathering, as well as purely administrative management issues. [FN284] These functions should be performed by politically neutral, tenured and competent individuals who are to act in a semi-scientific, quasi-judicial, and quasi-businesslike fashion. [FN285] Such efficient behavior would only be upset by politics.

Central to the arguments of Wilson and Goodnow was that politics and patronage threatened the administrative efficiency of administration and that, in general, administrative and political questions were and should be distinct. [FN286] The former should be addressed by technically competent civil servants insulated from politics. [FN287] Thus, in these writings we see the emergence of a neutral competence ideology that stressed a politics/administration dichotomy in order to promote efficiency and limit the threats parties posed to popular government. Yet an important part of the crusade, particularly on the local level where most of the public sector existed, was a direct attack on political parties and the evil of partisanship, and that the spoils system represented an
acceptable relationship among the party, administration, and popular government. Instead, the reformers believed that spoils damaged administrative efficiency and popular government and did little for the health of parties. Neutral competence ideology sought to depoliticize the civil service, and it was grounded in a Liberal commitment of neutrality and attempts to reconcile bureaucratic power with the values of American representative democracy.

The Supreme Court jumped on the bandwagon of civil service reform and enforcement of neutral competence ideology in several decisions. In *Ex parte Curtis*, [FN288] at issue was the constitutionality of an 1876 Act that prohibited all members of the Executive branch who had received Senate confirmation from “requesting, giving to, or receiving from, any other officer or employe [sic] of the government, any money or property or other thing of value for political purposes.” [FN289] Curtis was a federal employee who was convicted of violation of this Act in district court for receiving money from employees. [FN290] He appealed contesting its constitutionality. Additionally, in *United States v. Wurzbach*, [FN291] the Court upheld a 1925 Corrupt Practices Act that made it illegal for officers and employees of the United States to promote their candidacy or reelection in a party primary. [FN292] Justice Holmes, writing for the Court, ruled that Congress could provide measures that would limit the political pressure that employees might face to contribute money if they were to retain employment. [FN293]

The Hatch Act cases represent another line of decisions where the Court sought to depoliticize the machinery of government. Starting in 1939, Congress passed a variety of acts that sought to place limits upon the ability of the Roosevelt administration to use the federal bureaucracy for political/partisan purposes. [FN294] The Act, specifically section 9, forbade employees and officers of the executive branch from taking any active part in political management or in political campaigns. [FN295] First in *United Public Workers v. Mitchell*, [FN296] and then again in *United States Civil Service Commission v. National Association of Letter Carriers* (“*Letter Carriers*”), [FN297] the Court upheld against First Amendment challenges the political activity bans in the Hatch Act. [FN298]

In *Mitchell* the Court stated that “the interference with free expression is seen in better proportion as compared with the requirements of orderly management of administrative personnel.” [FN299] For the Court, several factors contribute to the need to limit the political activity of workers in order to promote good administrative management. First, it notes how if political activity of federal workers hurts the civil service, its damage is no less than if the activity occurs after work hours. [FN300] Second, the Court indicated how free speech rights had to be balanced against the needs to protect a democratic society against the evils of political partisanship in the federal service. [FN301] Specifically, the Court, in citing public administration scholarship as authority, [FN302] held that some believed there was a need to limit political activity in order to promote “political neutrality for public servants as a sound element for efficiency.” [FN303] Elsewhere, the Court noted that an “actively partisan governmental personnel threatens good administration,” [FN304] and hurts political neutrality, and that, overall, partisan political activity is a threat to efficiency, political neutrality, and discipline. [FN305]

*United States Civil Service Commission v. National Association of Letter Carriers* was also a challenge to Section 9 of the Hatch Act, and again the Court upheld the Act. [FN306] Here the majority stated that “federal service should depend upon meritorious performance rather than political service, and that the political influence of federal employees on others and on the electoral process should be limited.” [FN307] The basis of this claim rested on the majority’s recounting of the 19th century reforms directed against spoils and in their agreement that “partisan political activities by federal employees must be limited if the Government is to operate effectively and fairly ....” [FN308] Political neutralization is thus required by the First Amendment. For the majority:

The argument that political neutrality is not indispensable to a merit system for federal employees may be accepted. But because it is not indispensable does not mean that it is not desirable or permissible. Modern American politics involves organized political parties. Many classifications of government employees have been accustomed to work in politics--national, state and local--as a matter of principle or to assure their tenure.

Congress may reasonably desire to limit party activity of federal employees so as to avoid a tendency toward a one-party system. It may have considered that parties would be more truly devoted to the public welfare if public servants were not overactive politically. [FN309]

The Hatch Acts decisions stated that the political neutrality of federal employees was dictated by the First Amendment. [FN310] The patronage decisions [FN311] pushed the point even further by placing limits upon the government using political affiliation as a factor in hiring, firing, and promotion decisions. In these decisions, the Court engaged in extensive debate concerning the merits of patronage with arguments over the supposed contributions that spoils had to the maintenance of democracy, political parties, public accountability, and administrative control. These debates made significant reference to political science and public administration scholarship on these topics. These debates regarding the merits of patronage occurred within the rhetoric of the neutral competence. In all five of these decisions the Court finds that the consideration of partisan affiliation or party activity in the hiring, firing, promotion, or letting of contracts was a violation of the First Amendment. [FN312] It does so by declaring the use of partisanship or party preference is not a compelling governmental interest in employment decisions. [FN313] In all of these decisions, the Court also appeals to the ideology of neutrality and neutral competence.

For example, in Elrod v. Burns, Justice Brennan begins his opinion by offering a history of the spoils system in America, noting how the impetus for the Pendleton Act and civil service reform could be traced to the “corruption and inefficiency” of patronage employment. [FN314] He contends that patronage is a threat to democracy and popular government because of the advantage it gives to one party in the electoral process.

It is not only belief and association which are restricted where political patronage is the practice. The free functioning of the electoral process also suffers. Conditioning public employment on partisan support prevents support of competing political interests ... As government employment, state or federal, becomes more pervasive, the greater the dependence on it becomes, and therefore the greater becomes the power to starve political opposition by commanding partisan support, financial or otherwise. Patronage thus tips the electoral process in favor of the incumbent party, and where the practice's scope is substantial relative to the size of the electorate, the impact on the process can be significant. [FN315]

The Branti Court reaffirmed their holding in Elrod. [FN316] In the latter Justice Stevens' majority opinion stated that the real question in the case was “whether the hiring authority can demonstrate that party affiliation is an appropriate requirement for the effective performance of the public office involved.” [FN317] It found that except in a few narrow circumstances, partisan affiliation was not an appropriate requirement. [FN318] In Rutan, Justice Brennan stated that, “Today we are asked to decide the constitutionality of several related political patronage practices--whether promotion, transfer, recall, and hiring decisions involving low-level public employees may be constitutionally based on party affiliation and support. We hold that they may not.” [FN319]

Overall, if one reads the patronage, Hatch Act, Wurzbach, and Curtis cases together, they demonstrate that the Court has been a consistently strong defender of the First Amendment's commitment to political neutrality. [FN320] For the last 100 years the Court has deferred to Congress in its attempts to limit forced monetary contributions within the bureaucracy and to place limits upon the political activity of federal employees. The patronage decisions, on the other hand, represent a direct attempt by the Court to limit use of spoils in hiring, firing, and transfers. Together, these decisions represented a rejection of the use of partisanship or party membership in the performance of governmental duties and adoption of the principles of neutrality inherent in the Liberal tradition. [FN321] More importantly, they offer support to the claims of Justices Kennedy and Stevens that consideration of partisanship can constitute a valid and real harm to citizens because it may lead to the suppression of First Amendment free speech or associational rights.

4. Defining the First Amendment Harm

Given the arguments so far made, there are five remaining questions: (1) What is the theory defining the harm in partisan gerrymandering?; (2) What is the harm in partisan gerrymandering?; (3) How do we know when the harm has
occurred?; (4) Why should partisan gerrymandering be compared to the patronage decisions?; and (5) Are there every any circumstances when partisanship should be considered in the drawing of district lines?

To answer the first question, the theory defining the harm is Liberalism. Liberalism demands of the state that it act neutral with regards to its citizens. [FN322] If we accept neutrality as the yardstick of measurement for eventually determining harm, one need not address the messy problem of defining or assessing what constitutes a burden to representational rights, as Issacharoff and Karlan contend. [FN323]

Second, the harm in partisan gerrymandering is a state violation of neutrality, more specifically, using partisan factors when drawing of district lines or in the allocation of representative seats. There are two ways to conceptualize this harm. First, the malapportionment of district lines based on partisanship is analogous to being a Democrat in Texas, a Republican in New York, or someone anywhere voting for a third party candidate for president of the United States. In these three cases many allege that these votes are wasted. [FN324] These are clear disincentives in all three cases to voting as one would prefer, creating harms that range from deciding not to vote to the belief that their vote will not make a difference. Similarly, a Democrat who votes party line in a solidly Republican district will also feel little point in voting, and feel her voice is not heard, much in the same way the remaining minorities in Tuskegee, Alabama felt in Gomillion v. Lightfoot after they were redistricted out of the city.

A traditional analysis would assert that they face a one-person, one-vote equal protection violation, yet a First Amendment analysis would assert instead that (at least with the Democrat in a Republican district and a racial minority in Tuskegee) the state violated the principle of both equality and neutrality, producing a form of viewpoint discrimination. [FN325] In transforming the harm into a First Amendment claim, the Court can draw upon its well-developed line of jurisprudence holding as presumptively invalid content-based, viewpoint discrimination. [FN326] In using a First Amendment content-based viewpoint analysis to partisan gerrymandering, the Court could employ this jurisprudence to define the range of harms to voters from directly malapportioning to cracking and packing voters based on partisanship (if one can be sure of partisan identity), to automatic presumptions of the invalidity and harm of partisan-based lines much in the same way Justice O'Connor made the argument about race in Shaw v. Reno. [FN328] The point is one can simply postulate that partisan-based gerrymandering is per se unconstitutional unless it survives strict scrutiny.

A third question to address is, how do we know when the harm has occurred? More specifically, the issue that has plagued the Court since Bandemer has been how to construct judicially-manageable standards that the courts can apply neutrally that will allow for them to adjudicate claims of partisan gerrymandering. [FN329] It is over the failure of the Court to find these standards that Justice Scalia in Vieth wanted to overturn Bandemer and declare partisan gerrymanders nonjusticiable. [FN330] Two possible responses are possible here.

First, as just noted, the Court could use its traditional First Amendment jurisprudence that focuses on intent as an effort to uncover partisan gerrymandering. Under this form of analysis, the use of party membership or partisanship as a criterion in the drawing of redistricting lines would be ruled unconstitutional. The reason for this is that, as this Article has contended, its use would never be considered a compelling governmental interest. Under this type of analysis, while compactness and shape of districts would be acceptable criteria to use in redistricting, partisanship would not be. Drawing upon Justice O'Connor's arguments regarding the use of race in Shaw v. Reno, if a districting schema could not be explained otherwise except by the inclusion of partisanship as a criterion for boundaries, then the reapportionment would be presumed to be done on the basis of party membership unless defendants could rebut that presumption.

Yet while First Amendment scholarship has developed a sophisticated analysis of intent, these tests may not be adequate or objective enough to detect more subtle uses of partisanship in redistricting. If the intent analysis found in First Amendment jurisprudence is unsatisfactory, a second and more objective test to detect harm is grounded in the “symmetry standard” that was proposed by one of the amicus briefs in the LULAC case. [FN331] Based on political science research dating back over three decades, [FN332] King states:

The symmetry standard measures fairness in election systems, and is not specific to evaluating gerrymanders. The symmetry standard requires that the electoral system treat similarly-situated political parties equally, so that each receives the same fraction of legislative seats for a particular vote percentage as the other party would receive if it had received the same percentage. In other words, it compares how both parties would fare hypothetically if they each (in turn) had received a given percentage of the vote. The difference in how parties would fare is the “partisan bias” of the electoral system. [FN333][FN333]

For Gottlieb: “[S]ymmetry provides an equivalent opportunity for both parties to win elections.” [FN334][FN334] In using the symmetry standard, one examines *50 the swing ratio, or the rate at which legislative seats change when votes change. [FN335][FN335] If, for example, for every one percent change in vote a party picks up X number of seats, one wants to look to see if that ratio is the same for all political parties. [FN336][FN336] If there is a statistical difference in the swing ratios, that is a sign of partisan bias. [FN337][FN337] Simplified, the symmetry standard requires that if Democrats win 70% of the seats when they receive 55% of the vote, Republicans should receive the same number of seats when they receive the same percentage of the vote. [FN338][FN338] Thus, partisan gerrymandering occurs when each party does not have the same chance of electing its members when compared to others. [FN339][FN339] Overall, the strength of the symmetry standard is its objectiveness. It avoids the messy search for intent, defining a neutral barometer for partisan bias.

However, the LULAC court rejected the symmetry standard alone, [FN340][FN340] both because it failed to provide for a sense of fairness, [FN341][FN341] and because it was based on a hypothetical state of affairs. [FN342][FN342] Perhaps, then, another alternative would be to combine an intent and symmetry test together. One could define a partisan gerrymander as one where district lines could not be explained except for the impermissible consideration of partisanship in the drawing of lines (intent), supplemented by evidence that there was a lack of symmetry (effect). Together, the test would try to show that the intent was to engage in a partisan gerrymander and that there was some evidence of representational harm in terms of how votes followed seats. Together, the two factors demonstrate a First Amendment harm.

Fourth, once we know what the harm is, is the drawing of district lines more politics and policy or more like administration? By that, the politics/administration dichotomy and neutral competence drew the lines of partisanship to exclude decisions by elected officials. If elected officials are doing the redistricting, does it not make it policy and therefore permissible to use partisanship in drawing lines? Several responses can be offered here. First, if the arguments about the First Amendment that have been made in the paper are accepted, then it does not matter if the redistricting decisions by legislatures are politics or policy; in both cases *51 the consideration of partisan affiliation or party membership is never a valid governmental interest that should employed when drawing district lines. The concept of viewpoint discrimination as enunciated by the Court does not simply apply to administrative decisions. In the case of R.A.V. v. St. Paul, it also extended to laws passed by elected officials to ban cross burning. [FN343][FN343] Second, the appeal to the Hatch Act and patronage cases were meant to serve as examples where the Court has issued decisions to take politics out of the basic institutions involved in the administration of government. District boundaries, it is submitted, are more like the basic administrative institutions of government than they are like policy pronouncements of elected officials because the fairness and impartiality in constructing districts assure the proper operations of elections and representation (fair outcomes), much in the same way that impartiality in administration assures a fair and just outcome in decisions reached by public administrators. Overall, partisan gerrymandering is no more legitimate than permitting a legislature to directly reserving specific seats on the basis of party membership. While it the prerogative of voters to decide to make their decisions on a partisan basis, the principles of political neutrality and the First Amendment preclude the government from doing that, especially when setting the ground rules for an election. The First Amendment, like the Equal Protection Clause, demand that the government act neutrality and that it respect an equality among viewpoints. According to Geoffrey Stone:

It has been suggested that the concept of equality “lies at the heart of the first amendment's protections against government regulation of the content of speech.” Indeed, it has been argued that, “[j]ust as the prohibition of government-imposed discrimination on the basis of race is central to equal protection analysis,
protection against governmental discrimination on the basis of speech content is central among first amendment values.” [FN344]

Finally, are there any situations when partisanship should be permitted in the drawing of district lines? There are two possible responses. First, one could argue a hard version of the thesis being advocated here that party affiliation is never a compelling government interest in any decision made by the government. In this case, no exceptions are permitted and therefore party membership may never be considered in districting. However, a softer version of the argument would be that the government may use party membership or partisan affiliation only if it could demonstrate a compelling government interest that survived strict scrutiny. One circumstance of the latter can be identified and it occurs when a state might consider partisanship to comply with the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. Specifically, in Easley v. Cromartie, [FN345] the Court upheld North Carolina's new districting plan, finding that race was not considered to the exclusion of other factors when drawing congressional boundaries. Here, the Court noted that the burden is on the plaintiffs who challenge a redistricting plan as a racial gerrymander to show that race was the predominant factor in explaining the plan. But the Court was not persuaded by the evidence that race and not politics was the issue that determined the line-drawing. Specifically, Justice Breyer, writing for the majority, argued that past voting behavior and not necessarily race was used to determine the lines and even though race and voting may correlate, the use of the former is permissible and a possible explanation for the shape of the districts. [FN348] Hence, if voting behavior was the factor to explain the districts, then race was not a factor and therefore no racial gerrymander occurred. As a result of Easley v. Cromartie one can effectively create minority-majority districts so long as one can show that voting or other political behavior determined the districting, even if those criteria correlate with race. For the purposes of this Article, the decision in Cromartie would permit the consideration partisan factors in order to meet the demands of the Voting Rights Act. Beyond this, a First Amendment turn towards adjudicating partisan gerrymanders would prevent party from being a factor affecting the drawing of district lines.

III. CONCLUSION

The inability to find manageable standards for the adjudication of partisan gerrymanders in Bandemer, Vieth, and LULAC may be sourced in the equal protection approach to them that had been imported from the reapportionment jurisprudence. This Article had sought to argue that perhaps a shift towards a First Amendment analysis of partisan gerrymandering as suggested by Justices Kennedy and Stevens might prove to be a more fruitful line of inquiry. A First Amendment approach would draw upon Liberalism's commitment to neutrality as embodied in the content-based viewpoint discrimination analysis, rendering the consideration of partisanship in districting to be presumptively invalid except in one situation. A First Amendment turn as advocated here would define the harms associated with it and demonstrate how a rights-based litigation strategy could affect governmental structures. If this Article has accomplished nothing else, the hope is that it gives the First Amendment turn a second look, despite the scorn many critics have heaped upon it.
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